
Physical and Personal Descriptions

A new study has revealed that people who are physically attractive are often seen as more

intelligent, kinder and more sociable than those who are not. The research, carried out by

psychologists at the University of Pennsylvania in the US, involved 100 students looking at

photographs of 25 men and women and then rating them on a variety of personality traits. In

fact, the photos had been randomly assigned to di�erent personality descriptions. The results

showed that the participants' perception of the person's character was in�uenced by how

attractive they thought the person was. The researchers concluded that this 'attractiveness

halo' means we tend to assume good-looking people have other positive qualities.

So, what do we mean by 'good-looking'? Well, there are certain physical characteristics which

seem to be universally admired. For example, large eyes, clear skin and shiny hair are all signs

of youth and health, so these are considered attractive. Other desirable features include full

lips, high cheekbones and a symmetrical face. A recent study by scientists at the University of

California found that both men and women with symmetrical faces were rated as more

attractive than those with less symmetrical faces. Interestingly, attractiveness is also linked to

body shape. According to a survey carried out by researchers at the University of Texas, men

�nd women with an hourglass �gure (a small waist and curvy hips) most attractive. Women, on

the other hand, prefer men with a V-shaped torso (broad shoulders and a narrow waist). This is

because these body shapes are associated with good health and fertility.

So, does this mean that if you don't have these physical features, you're doomed to be

unpopular? Not necessarily. The Pennsylvanian researchers also discovered that participants'

ratings of intelligence, kindness and sociability were not in�uenced by their own level of

attractiveness. In other words, if you think you're nice, clever or friendly, other people will

think so too!
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